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Ideas are prototypical until they occupy a presence that moves and excites the senses. Although architects desire to create idyllic places, the traces of ideas need to be present before spaces can become ideal responses. That is to say, the function of place is not rhapsodic, it is the transformation of space in conjunction with the trace of emotion. Architects spend a great deal of time determining functional requirements in order to designate the formational requirements of the project, but they do not spend equivalent efforts deriving the emotional requirements that partition them. Architects habitually profess that form follows function, but it is as imperative to state in the same sentence that function follows emotion. The natural starting point for this progression is the right temporal lobe: this is where the ‘sense of presence’ is at work, processing the stimuli tied to experience itself. This is contrasted by the processes of the left temporal lobe’s ‘sense of self’, which determine how experiences are labeled, also referred to as the proto-experience. The projected environment is, thus, inherently tied to the sense of presence: its form, function and emotion must be addressed in terms of feedback signs, mechanisms and loops.

1. EXTENDED ABSTRACT
The interdisciplinary collaboration between Neuroscientists and Architects has the potential to generate more approaches for mitigating anxiety, independently of pharmaceutics and therapy, through the renegotiation of perturbations in the occupant’s surroundings. The effects of environmental-stresses on physical and mental well-being have been adequately studied in laboratory research. Certain aspects of genetic expression and cellular regeneration have likewise been proven to be shaped by environmental conditions. It is the responsibility of architects to begin actively integrating the insights yielded by neuroscience into future conducive milieux. The flowering fields of Neuro-Behaviour and Enviro-Design have great potential for their cross-pollination to bear fruits that benefit the public’s health.

Dr. Persinger’s research into ‘the sense of presence’ has proponed ways for architects to consider how this brain function is specifically stimulated by elements set within the occupied landscape, such as spatio-temporal relationships, audio-visual stimuli, or analogo-digital signifiers. More importantly, his experiments provide precedents for how the ‘sense of presence’ may be engaged artificially through electromagnetic actuators, inspiring the conception of immersive therapeutic milieux. The responsive landscapes conceived by Arch. Philip Beesley provide fertile ground for developing these testbeds. More than merely being rich sculptural work and expansive multi-media installations, his investigations posit architectural methodologies for interfacing occupants with surroundings of verisimilitude to living ecosystems; he has developed organisational strategies for projecting material into spaces, constructing meaning into places and detecting traces of presence. Ultimately, the degree to which occupants sense presence in their surrounding can impact how much meaning they draw from the experience, overturning emotional depression and lowering anxiety-related stresses.
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